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PURPOSE OF REPORT

The purpose of this report is to seek determination by Willoughby Local Planning Panel
(WLPP) of modification of Development Consent 2012/181 (DA-2012/181/B) for internal and
external changes to the approved shop-top housing development, including: reconfiguring
carpark layout; altering the shop-front, windows and layout to commercial and residential
levels; raising the height of parapet wall; and, providing a new acoustic barrier on the roof.
The application is required to be referred to the WLPP for determination as Council has
received more than ten (10) submissions from different households.
2.

OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION

THAT the Willoughby Local Planning Panel:
2.1 Approve Section 4.55(2) Application DA-2012/181/B for internal and external
changes, including raising the height of the approved shop-top housing
development at 64-66 Chandos Street, St Leonards, subject to amended
conditions contained in Attachment 1, for the following reasons:
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4

The proposed changes do not compromise the objectives for ‘Height of
buildings’ under Clause 4.3 of WLEP 2012.
The proposed changes are consistent with the objectives of the B3 –
Commercial Core Zone under WLEP 2012.
The proposed changes will not have any additional impacts on traffic,
streetscape or the residential amenity of neighbouring properties.
The proposed changes are in keeping with the present and desired
future character of the locality.
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3.

BACKGROUND

The site is located on the north-eastern corner of Chandos Street and Darvall Street, with a
rear frontage to Henry Lane. It was previously occupied by a single storey cottage used for
commercial purposes, and a two storey commercial building. These improvements have
been demolished and site preparation works are underway in accordance with the approved
development.
A description of the site and surrounding area, including an aerial photograph is provided in
Attachment 2.
The original application to construct a mixed-use development was lodged prior to 31
January 2013, which was the date that WLEP 2012 took effect. Therefore WLEP 1995 was
the relevant planning instrument for the purpose of assessing the application. However,
WLEP 2012 was made during the assessment period and therefore, the relevant provisions
and controls of this planning instrument were taken into consideration.
The proposed development did not comply with the height and FSR controls under the
provisions of WLEP 1995. However, the proposal complied with the maximum 2.5:1 FSR
and 20m height limit in accordance with requirements of WLEP 2012.
The development application included a SEPP 1 objection to vary the FSR and height
controls for the business zone in accordance with the provisions of Clause 36 & 37 of WLEP
1995. The report dealing with the application stated that non-compliance with the height and
FSR did not contribute to any increase in overlooking or loss of privacy, or any significant
additional overshadowing. As such, it was considered that strict compliance with these
requirements under the provisions of WLEP 1995 was unreasonable and unnecessary in the
particular circumstances.
Consent for ‘Demolition of existing buildings and construction of a mixed-use building
comprising of commercial area, 25 residential units and associated basement car parking’
was issued by Council in accordance with the Notice of Determination dated 19 August
2013.
A S96(2) modification application to increase the number of units, including an additional
basement level of parking, and an increase the commercial floor area was lodged on the 22
July 2016. The proposed changes increased the gross floor area by 241m2, resulting in a
FSR of 2.78:1. In conclusion, the report dealing with this application stated:
‘The assessment supports the proposed modifications which, despite numerical
variation of some controls, are consistent with applicable objectives and performance
criteria of the WLEP and WDCP.
As demonstrated by this evaluation, the revised proposal provides additional
employment-generating floor space with good access to public transport and
improves amenity for residents of the development without having unreasonable
impacts on neighbours or the locality when compared with those of the approved
development.’
The modified consent to ‘Rearrange layouts, increase number of units to 29, include
additional basement level of parking and additional commercial floor area’ was granted
approval in accordance with the Notice of Determination dated 27 February 2017.
Both the original development application and the S96(2) modification application were
approved by the Naremburn Ward Councillor Inspection Committee.
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4.

DISCUSSION

The documentation submitted with the application states that the proposed changes are
primarily due to structural and service requirements. The proposed amendments include:
Reconfiguration of the lift core, structural walls, columns and the fire stairs on all
floors.
Minor alterations to the internal layout of apartments, commercial space and the
basement car parking areas.
Internal changes to the layout and location of services and plant room equipment.
Chandos Street shopfront altered.
Changes to the size and position of external windows and doors on the front, rear
and side elevations.
Changes to the floor heights and raising the parapet of the building.
Construct a new acoustic barrier enclosure around plant and equipment on the roof.
Amendments required to be made in accordance with conditions of consent.
It is proposed to raise the parapet height of the building by 390mm and install a 1.5m
acoustic barrier on the roof.
The proposed changes will increase the overall height by 1.06m above the 20m height limit.
This equates to 5.3% over the height limit under Clause 4.3 of WLEP 2012. Whilst a
variation of the building height control under Clause 4.6 of WLEP 2012 is not required, any
increase in the height is required to be considered on its individual merits in the particular
circumstances.
The FSR of the approved development is 2.783:1 (2.78:1). The information provided with the
application states that the FSR is unchanged from 2.78:1. However, a review of the gross
floor area (GFA) indicated that the proposed changes will increase the GFA by 5m2,
resulting in a FSR of 2.789:1 (2.79:1). It was also noted that the internal width of the north
facing planter boxes on the ground floor level were slightly reduced, and the solid lineal
planter boxes on the levels 2, 3 & 4 were replaced with smaller precast planters.
A meeting was held with the applicant to discuss the proposed changes. The applicant was
advised that the proposal should not result in any increase in the GFA, and the internal width
of the planter boxes on the ground floor level should be retained to ensure adequate screen
planting could be provided. The plans were amended to ensure the GFA did not exceed
2,234m2. This is the same as the GFA allowed for the previous modification application.
In support of the proposed reallocation of the floor space, the applicant advised that the
minor changes to the internal layout and increase in the GFA of units 214, 215, 425, 426 and
427 was required due to the shallow depth of the living and dining areas. The proposed
changes has also resulted in a reduction of the western side boundary setbacks of 700mm
for Unit 324 on Level 3, 700mm for Unit 425 and 600mm for Unit 427 on Level 4. The
changes include a slight reduction in the width of some of the balconies and a reduction in
the GFA of other units.
The amended statement included the following additional information:
Parking reconfigured as per Sect 96 conditions.
Head height clearance over the entry and stair access to the lower ground
commercial has been checked and in compliance with condition 2.
Ground level north facing window to the non-residential suite has been made
unopenable fixed glassing and the pedestrian path across the nature strip from
Darvall Street has been deleted in compliance with amended condition 2.
Reference: DA-2012/181/B
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Updated the ground level residential planter box to be same width as previously
approved S96.
Delete planters from unit 324 as per DA condition 2.
Changed solid planter to drop in precast planters due to water proofing and ease of
maintenance.
Access hatch provided; extent of carpark mechanical exhaust and commercial
kitchen exhaust to ground level non-residential provided; Air conditioning condensers
provided; extent of possible future solar panels shown.
As stated, the internal width of the north facing planter boxes on the ground floor level has
been reinstated. It is considered that the ‘drop in’ precast planters on levels 2, 3 & 4 are
acceptable because they are much easier to move and repair than planter boxes that are in
a fixed position. The amended statement includes all the plant and equipment that is likely to
be installed, and the acoustic assessment report includes recommendations for appropriate
noise mitigation measures, including a suggestion for an acoustic barrier to attenuate the fan
room noise.
The relevant controls and referral comments are provided in Attachment 3.
In accordance with Clause B4.10 (Category A) of WDCP, the modification application was
notified to adjoining and nearby property owners, and any other person who previously
lodged a submission. As a result, 20 submissions were received. The issues raised in the
submissions are discussed in Attachment 4.
The modification application will require amendments to Condition 1 to reflect the changes to
the approved plans. All the amendments required to be made in accordance with Condition 2
have been shown on the amended plans. As such, Condition 2 can be deleted. An additional
condition is included to ensure full compliance with the recommendations of the acoustic
assessment report.
An assessment of the modification application in accordance with matters for consideration
under S4.15(1A) and S4.55 of the EP&A Act 1979, is provided in Attachment 5.
5.

CONCLUSION

The application has been assessed in accordance with Section 4.15 of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979, Willoughby Local Environmental Plan 2012, Willoughby
Development Control Plan (WDCP), and other relevant codes and policies.
Assessment of the application demonstrates that the proposed changes, including an
increase in the overall height, will not have any significant or unreasonable impacts on the
residential amenity of adjoining or nearby properties. It is also considered that the proposed
changes will not have a negative impact on the existing streetscape or compromise heritage
values of the adjoining Naremburn Heritage Conservation Area.
Having regard to the above, it is considered that the increase in the building height is
acceptable for the proposed development in the particular location, and any adverse effects
to the present and likely future amenity of the locality are not of such an extent as to warrant
refusal. Therefore, approval is recommended subject to the amended conditions provided in
Attachment 1.
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ATTACHMENT 1: SCHEDULE OF AMENDED CONDITIONS

SCHEDULE
CONDITIONS OF CONSENT: (including reasons for such conditions)
Development Consent DA-2012/181 and Modified Consent DA-2012/181/A are modified as
follows:
A.

Condition 1 is amended to read as follows:

Approved Plan/Details
The development must be in accordance with the following plans:
Plan No.

Revision/
Issue No.

Plan Date

Date Stamped by
Council

A000

E

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A100

D

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A101

C

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A102

E

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A103

D

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A104

D

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A105

C

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A150

E

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A151

C

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A152

C

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A153

E

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A160

F

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A161

F

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A162

F

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A163

F

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A171

A

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A172

A

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A504

C

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A601

D

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A602

D

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A603

C

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A604

D

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia
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A605

C

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

A606

C

23/11/2016

25/11/2016

Architecture Urbaneia

2324 LP -01

A

22/07/2016

2324 LP -02

A

14/07/2016

22/07/2016

John Locke &
Associates
John Lock & Associates

2324 LP -03

A

14/07/2016

22/07/2016

John Lock & Associates

2324 LP -04

A

14/07/2016

22/07/2016

John Lock & Associates

14/07/2016

As modified by (DA – 2012/181/B)
Type

Plan No

Revision

Plan Date

Basement 3

A100

1

26/06/2018

Basement 2 & 1

A101

1

26/06/2018

Lower Ground & Ground

A102

2

06/09/2018

Level 1 & Level 2

A103

1

26/06/2018

Level 2 & Level 4

A104

2

06/09/2018

Level 5 & Roof

A105

1

26/06/2018

West Elevation

A150

1

26/06/2018

South Elevation

A151

1

26/06/2018

East Elevation

A152

1

26/06/2018

North Elevation

A153

1

26/06/2018

Section A

A160

2

06/09/2018

Section B

A161

2

06/09/2018

Section C

A162

1

26/06/2018

Section D

A163

1

26/06/2018

Materials Finish

A504

1

26/06/2018

Level 1 Adaptable Unit

A602

1

26/06/2018

Level 2 Adaptable Unit

A603

1

26/06/2018

Level 3 Adaptable Unit

A604

1

26/06/2018

Level 4 Adaptable Unit

A605

1

26/06/2018

Level 5 Adaptable Unit

A606

1

26/06/2018

Prepared by

Architecture Urbaneia

the application form and any other supporting documentation submitted as part of the
application, except for:
a)
any modifications which are “Exempt Development” as defined under S76 (2)
of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979;
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b)
otherwise provided by the conditions of this consent.
(Reason: Information and ensure compliance)
B.

Condition 2 is deleted.

C.

Condition 92 is amended to read:
92.

Acoustic Works – Report
Prior to the issue of any Occupation Certificate, certification shall be provided
upon completion of the works, accompanied with evidence from suitably
qualified and practising acoustic engineer, to the effect that the acoustic
attenuation has been carried out in accordance with the acoustic report 20E17-0146-TRP-458473-3-draft by Vipac Engineers & Scientists dated 15
December 2017.
(Reason: Amenity, environmental compliance and health)

D

Condition 110A is added to read:
110A. Site Lighting
Any lighting on the site at the rear of the property fronting Henry Lane is to be
directed in such a manner so that no nuisance is caused to northern adjoining
and nearby residential properties.
(Reason: Amenity)

E.

Comply with all other conditions of the original consent (DA-2012/181) and the
previous modified consent.
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ATTACHMENT 2: SITE DESCRIPTION AND AERIAL PHOTO
The site is located on the north-eastern corner of Chandos Street and Darvall Street, with a
rear frontage to Henry Lane. The site adjoins the Naremburn Conservation Area located on
the northern side of Henry Lane.
The northern side of Chandos Street comprises commercial and mixed use (shop-top
housing) development. The southern side of Chandos Street comprises a mix of medium
and high rise commercial/residential development within the North Sydney LGA.

Figure 1: Location of the subject site
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ATTACHMENT 3: DEVELOPMENT CONTROLS & REFERRALS
RELEVANT CONTROLS:
WLEP 2012:

B3 Commercial Core
Clause 4.3: Height of Building - 20m
Clause 4.4: FSR – 2.5:1
Clause 6.7: Active street frontage
Schedule 1 (Item 48): Development for the
purpose of shop top housing is permitted
with development consent.
No – Adjoins Naremburn Heritage
Conservation Area
No
No
No
No
No
WDCP
SEPP 65; SEPP (BASIX); SREP (Sydney
Harbour Catchment)
St Leonards Strategy 2006

Conservation area
Heritage Item
Vicinity of Heritage Item
Bushfire Prone Area
Foreshore Protection Area
Flood related planning control
Applicable DCP
Applicable SEPPs
Relevant policies and resolutions

Referrals
Internal
Building

Traffic
Development Engineering

Sent Y/N
Y

N
Y

Comments
Council’s Building Surveyor advised that no
additional or amended building conditions are
required
Council’s Development Engineer provided the
following advice:
‘The space and aisle sizes proposed for the
parking areas are as per Class1A spaces in
AS/NZS 2890.1, which may require a three
point turn to enter and exit. While the space
width of 2.4m is less than the 2.5m required by
Council’s DCP, they do comply with AS/NZS
2890.1 for residential, domestic and employee
parking and are as approved under the original
development consent.
The proposed alteration to the area of the
detention tank results in the same or slightly
increased area, and will not change the
operation of the system.
We have no objections to the proposed changes
and do not require amendments to the current
consent conditions.’

Landscaping/open space

Reference: DA-2012/181/B
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Environmental Health

Y

Council’s Environmental Health Officer reviewed
the Acoustic Assessment report prepared by Vipac
Engineers & Scientists, dated 15 December 2018,
and recommended that a condition be included to
ensure the acoustic attenuation measures have
been certified by a suitably qualified person.
A condition to reflect this requirement is included in
the modified consent.

Heritage

N

External
No external referrals required
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ATTACHMENT 4: SUBMISSIONS TABLE
Property
1 Darvall Street

Issues Raised / Response
This is the most affected residential property, located on the opposite
side of Henry Lane.
The following issues and responses are provided to each individual
item listed in the submission:
1. Reduction in the 3m setback to Henry Lane.
Response:
There is no change to the 3m setback to Henry Lane.
2. The addition of a “fan room” – noise impact.
Response:
This room is located on the lower ground level and is enclosed along
the Henry Lane frontage. The applicant responded to this concern
and advised that the fan room is required to provide fresh air to the
carpark and attenuators have been provided to reduce any noise and
vibration.
An acoustic assessment report prepared by Vipac Engineers &
Scientist dated 15 December 2017 was submitted with the application
to ensure compliance with the National Construction Code (NCC)
requirements, NSW Industrial Noise Policy requirements, and other
relevant Australian Standards such as AS2107:2016. Section 5 of the
report deals with the noise impacts and includes appropriate noise
mitigation measures.
Council’s Environmental Health Officer reviewed the report and
recommended that a condition be included to ensure the acoustic
attenuation measures are certified by a suitably qualified person prior
to occupation. A condition to reflect this requirement is included in the
modified consent.
3. Incorporation of a kitchenette into the commercial space on
the lower ground floor level and the potential to covert this
space into residential apartment.
Response:
It is not unusual for kitchen facilities to be provided for commercial
premises. The applicant responded to this concern with the following
comments:
‘The kitchenette is required for the use of the employees and
will not have gas burners or oven as part of the design. The
WLEP is quite clear about the definition of shop top housing
which we have adhered to.’
It is considered that the proposed kitchenette is an appropriate
inclusion within the commercial unit.

Reference: DA-2012/181/B
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4. Concern about the final arrangements for stormwater
Response:
The original consent includes a number of stormwater conditions,
including submission of a detailed stormwater management plan for
approval prior to the issue of the Construction Certificate, and
certification of the ‘works-as-executed’ plans, the rainwater re-use
system and the basement pump-out drainage system, prior to
occupation. As such, it is considered that there are adequate
conditions to address any stormwater drainage issues. It is
understood that the plans for all civil works have been approved by
Council’s Engineering Department prior to the issues of a
Construction Certificate.
5. Increase in the overall height of the building exceeding the
20m height limit.
Response:
This matter has been addressed in the ‘assessment’ section of this
report, and it is considered that the increase in the building height is
acceptable for the proposed development in the particular location.
6. Relocation of the booster pump and gas regulator within the
rear setback.
Response:
A review of the approved plans shows the gas meter is in the same
location, within the building line along Henry Lane. The booster pump
has been relocated to the eastern end of the building. However, it is
still within the building line, and it no longer faces onto Henry Lane.
This is a very minor change and a better visual outcome.
7. No fixed glazing at the southern end of the ground floor and
replacement with opening doors and a “balcony” that will
encourage outdoor dining facing Darvall Street.
Response:
The “balcony” the correspondent is referring to is in fact a disabled
access ramp. No use has been nominated for this commercial space
and any application for a restaurant with outdoor dining will have
regard to any likely impacts on adjoining and nearby properties. In
this regard, any application for a restaurant may require some
modification to the commercial premises to ensure there are no
unreasonable impacts on the residential amenity of the locality.
8. Replacement of fixed glazing on the lower ground floor
commercial space, and the commercial space above the
garage on the first floor level facing Henry Lane.
The correspondent states
‘There should be no opening windows or doors from any
commercial space or communal space onto Henry Lane or
Darvall St. The current plan has the corner windows/doors of
the commercial space opening onto Darvall St; and a
communal space opening onto Henry Lane.’
Reference: DA-2012/181/B
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The submission states that residents of Plunkett St are reporting
noise issues about a restaurant within another nearby shop-top
housing development. It was suggested that ‘there should be a fixed
sound-proof façade that runs the length of the building that abuts
Darvall St.’
Response:
Condition 2(c) of the previous modified consent states ‘The Ground
Floor rear (north) facing window to the commercial suite being
unopenable fixed glazing’. There are no other conditions that require
fixed glazing to be provided along the Darvall Street and Henry Lane
street frontages. Notwithstanding, the applicant provided the following
response to the concerns raised in this component of the submission:
‘The extent of glassing has been reduced with the current S96
application and the openable highlight louvered windows for
natural ventilation into the lower commercial area were
approved as part of the previous application. The application
does not request an increase to the openable windows onto
Henry Lane and Darvall Street as these were already
approved under the previous application. The application
actually reduces the openable windows onto Henry Lane.
Also, the proposal does not seek to create openable windows
from the Ground level non-residential area onto Henry lane
and will maintain fixed glassing as stipulated in the conditions
of approval. Also, the application does not seek to provide
openable windows from the ground level non-residential area
adjacent to the disable ramp and will be maintained as fixed
glassing. The accessible corner to non-residential ground
area is required for accessible on grade entry which has been
setback from the edge. This area is well away from the
residential conservation zone of Plunket Street and will not
cause adverse impact.’
The primary concern appears to be any future use of the commercial
space as a restaurant and the potential for associated noise impacts.
As stated above, no use has been nominated for the commercial
space, and any such application will have to have regard to any likely
impacts on adjoining and nearby properties.
It should be noted that a Complying Development Certificate (CDC)
does not apply to ‘food and drinks premises’, which includes a
restaurant or café, with more than 50 seats, and the hours of
operation are limited to 7.00am-7.00pm Monday to Saturday and
9.00am-6.00pm on a Sunday and not at any time on a public holiday.
Therefore, any proposal for a restaurant with more than 50 seats
and/or outside of the CDC operating hours will require a development
application for Council’s consideration. In this regard, any such
application for a restaurant may require modifications to the building
and/or conditions to ensure appropriate noise mitigation measures
are put in place.

Reference: DA-2012/181/B
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9. Concern about a trend to exceed the FSR.
Response:
The proposed changes do not result in any additional gross floor
area, and FSR of 2.78:1 remains the same as the approval granted to
the previous modification application.
10. The correspondent raised concern that a roller door to the
garage may be too noisy and suggested that a swing door
may be a better option.
Response:
The applicant provided the following advice:
‘We will look at providing swing doors for the carpark entry to
reduce any potential noise issue’.
The garage door does not form part of the modification application.
However, the applicant could change the style of the garage door if it
is considered to be a better option. The applicant advised that they
will look at this option if it reduces any noise impacts.
Notwithstanding, appropriate conditions are included to ensure noise
impacts do not exceed acceptable levels.
11. Concern was raised about lighting at the rear of the building.
Response:
The applicant provided the following advice:
‘The proposal provides for security cameras and some lowlevel lighting is required to provide vandalism deterrence. The
lights will be placed on an angle away from the wall of no 1
Darvall Street to not have any direct shine the bedroom
window.’
To ensure there is no nuisance lighting, an additional condition is
included in the modified consent that requires any illumination of the
building to be designed to avoid glare adversely affecting nearby
residents.
3 Darvall Street
20 Oxley Street

The submission from this property is exactly the same as the
previous submission. Therefore, no further comments are required.
The submission from this property raised concerns about increase
traffic volumes along Henry Lane; parking problems for nearby
residents; drainage overflows; and, overflowing garbage bins from
other similar developments in the locality.
Response:
Whilst these issues may be concerning, they are beyond the scope of
consideration for the current modification application.

6 Darvall Street

The submission from this property states that the application ‘should
be rejected based on it not meeting the sites B3 – Commercial Core
zoning height restriction of 20 metres.’
The submission raised the issue about similar behaviour from

Reference: DA-2012/181/B
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developers requesting incremental increases in the FSR and building
height controls.
Similar to the submission above, a significant concern is the prospect
of a restaurant within the commercial premises and associated noise
impacts. In this regard the submission states that the acoustic report
‘shows that they (the applicant) commissioned the acoustic
assessment to include a commercial kitchen on the ground level.’
The submission also suggested that the ‘feature’ wall along Darvall
Street should be raised without window openings to mitigate noise
impacts from the likely use of the commercial restaurant.
Response:
Council has no control over an applicant lodging a modification
application, and every application is required to be considered on its
individual merits in the particular circumstances.
It should be noted that a restaurant is a permissible use in the zone.
The applicant verbally advised that a restaurant or café may be an
option for the commercial space; therefore, it was considered prudent
for the acoustic report to address any likely impacts of a commercial
kitchen.
As stated above, a CDC can only be issued for a first time use as a
restaurant or café if it has less than 50 seats, and operates within the
prescribed times. Otherwise a development application is required to
be submitted for Council’s consideration, and adjoining and nearby
residents are notified accordingly.
If an application is lodged for the commercial space to be used as a
restaurant, the assessment will consider the implementation of
appropriate noise mitigation measures.
11, 15, 16, 20, 22,
28, 46 Darvall Street
and 10 & 20 Martin
Street

The submissions from these properties are either exactly the same as
the above submission or very similar in content. It is unclear which is
the original submission, and a couple of submissions were pro-forma
letters signed by residents.

4 Darvall Street

This submission includes similar concerns to the previous
submissions relating to:
non-compliance with the 20m height limit;
encourage similar behaviour from other developers;
installation of a commercial kitchen and use of the commercial
space as a restaurant;
noise impacts from plant and equipment;
impacts from a restaurant within a similar development in the
locality; and,
the ‘feature’ wall along Darvall Street should be raised without
window openings to mitigate noise impacts.
Response:
It is considered that an appropriate response has already been
provided to all of these issues.

Reference: DA-2012/181/B
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10 Darvall Street

This submission raised concern about the number of concessions
already given to the development with the increase in the FSR and
number of units, and objection is raised to exceeding the height limit.
Other matters raised include loss of privacy, insufficient car parking,
drainage matters, any reduction in the rear setback, and noise from a
restaurant within a similar development in the locality. The
submission also raised concern about the likely use of the
commercial space as a restaurant, and associated noise impacts.
Response:
Matters relating to loss of privacy, car parking, drainage, increase in
the FSR and the number of units were dealt with as part of the
original development application and the previous modification
application.
It is considered that an appropriate response has been provided to
the other issues relating to: the increase in the overall height; any
reduction in the rear setback; noise from a restaurant within a similar
development in the locality; and, the likely use of the commercial
space as a restaurant, and associated noise impacts.

44 Darvall Street

This submission objects to the increase in the height because it ‘will
impose upon the outlook and general feel of the area.’
Response:
Having regard to the assessment, it is considered that there will not
be any discernible additional impacts on the residential amenity of the
locality as a result of the proposed increase in the overall height of
the building.

3103/1 Sergeants
Lane

This submission discussed a meeting between residents and
Councillors (presumably a Ward Councillor Committee meeting) and
certain matters agreed to, including: rear setbacks; tree planting; no
terraces or windows opening onto Henry Lane; no windows opening
onto Darvall Street from the commercial portion of the building;
stormwater issues; and, entry only to commercial floor from Chandos
Street. Other peripheral issues were raised that have no bearing on
the current modification application.
The only issue that has any relevance to the current application is the
objection to the proposed increase in the overall height.
Response:
All the matters discussed at the Ward meetings would have been
addressed as part of the assessment of the original development
application and/or the previous modification application.
As stated above, it is considered that the proposed increase in the
building height is acceptable for the proposed development in the
particular location.

Address unknown
Reference: DA-2012/181/B
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provided. Both submissions objected to the proposed increase in
height.
Naremburn
Progress
Association

The submission from the progress association states:
‘We understand that a number of the surrounding residents
have lodged objections to the S96, citing a series of noncompliances including, but not limited to, an increase in
building height above the 20 metre limit, the inclusion of
previously omitted commercial kitchen extractor fans, and the
provision of opening doors and windows onto Darvall St and
Henry Lane, which should remain fixed glazing. The
Naremburn Progress Association (NPA) is totally supportive of
these objections, and joins with the residents in calling for a
rejection of this S96 application since it is yet another example
of the creeping but unending pressure by developers to obtain
entry to our wonderful Conservation Areas.
Council has previously approved a compromise situation for
this DA and we now expect Council to enforce compliance
with that approval – this means rejecting the S96, which will
send a strong message to other developers contemplating
similar tactics.’
Response:
Council respects the concerns raised by the progress association and
surrounding residents. However, as stated above, Council has an
obligation to consider every application on its individual merits, and
assessment of the current modification application demonstrates that
the proposed changes are acceptable in the particular circumstances.

Reference: DA-2012/181/B
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ATTACHMENT 5 - SECTION 4.55 (1A) ASSESSMENT
The application has been assessed under the provisions of S.4.55 (1A) of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act.
Considerations Under S.4.55(1A) EP&A Act
-Modifications involving minimal environmental impact
A consent authority may, on application being made by the applicant or any other
entitled to act on a consent granted by the consent authority and subject to
accordance with the regulations, modify the consent if:
Satisfactory  Unsatisfactory  Not Relevant N/A
(a)
it is satisfied that the proposed modification is of minimal environmental
impact, and
(b)
it is satisfied that the development to which the consent as modified
relates is substantially the same development as the development for
which the consent was originally granted and before that consent as
originally granted was modified (if at all), and
(c)
it has notified the application in accordance with:
(i) the regulations, if the regulations so require, or
(ii) a development control plan, if the consent authority is a council
that has made a development control plan that requires the
notification or advertising of applications for modification of a
development consent, and
(d)
it has considered any submissions made concerning the proposed
modification within any period prescribed by the regulations or provided
by the development control plan, as the case may be.

person
and in
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ATTACHMENT 6 - SECTION 4.15 (79C) ASSESSMENT
The application has been assessed under the provisions of S.4.15 (79C) of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act.
The most relevant matters for consideration are assessed under the following headings:
Matters for Consideration Under S.79C EP&A Act
Satisfactory  Unsatisfactory  Not Relevant N/A
(a)(i)
The provisions of any environmental planning instrument (EPI)
State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPP)
Regional Environmental Plans (REP)
Local Environmental Plans (LEP)
Comment: The modification application does not contravene any relevant
matters for consideration under the provisions of any SEPPs or REPs,
including the provisions of SEPP 65. However, the modification application
exceeds the 20m height limit under Clause 4.3 of WLEP 2012. Whilst a
written request to vary the development standard under Clause 4.6 of
WLEP is not required, a merit based assessment is required. This matter is
dealt with below.
(a)(ii) The provision of any draft environmental planning instrument (EPI)
Draft State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPP)
Draft Regional Environmental Plans (REP)
Draft Local Environmental Plans (LEP)
Comment: There are no draft planning instruments that apply to the subject
land.
(a)(iii) Any development control plans
Development control plans (DCPs)
Comment: The modification application involves a reduction to the western
side boundary setbacks for Units 324, 425 & 427 on Level 3 & 4, and a
reduction in the area of balconies off Units 425, 426 & 427 on Level 4. It is
considered that these amendments are acceptable for the proposed
development.
(a)(iv) Any matters prescribed by the regulations
Clause 92 EP&A Regulation-Demolition
Clause 93 EP&A Regulation-Fire Safety Considerations
Clause 94 EP&A Regulation-Fire Upgrade of Existing Buildings
Comment: There are no prescribed matters that affect the modification
application.
(b)
The likely impacts of the development
Context & setting
Access, transport & traffic, parking
Servicing, loading/unloading
Public domain
Utilities
Heritage
Privacy
Views
Solar Access
Water and draining
Soils
Air & microclimate
Flora & fauna
Waste
Reference: DA-2012/181/B
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Matters for Consideration Under S.79C EP&A Act
Satisfactory  Unsatisfactory  Not Relevant N/A
Energy
Noise & vibration
Natural hazards
Safety, security crime prevention
Social impact in the locality
Economic impact in the locality
Site design and internal design
Construction
Cumulative impacts
Comment: The modification application for internal and external changes,
including increasing the overall height, will not result in additional impacts
on adjoining or nearby residents.
(c)
The suitability of the site for the development
Does the proposal fit in the locality?
Are the site attributes conducive to this development?
Comment: The modification application does not alter the mixed use
commercial and residential character of the locality, or compromise the
heritage values of the Naremburn Heritage Conservation Area.
(d)
Any submissions made in accordance with this Act or the regulations
Public submissions
Submissions from public authorities
Comment: No referrals were required to public authorities and 20
submissions were received to the modification application.
(e)
The public interest
Federal, State and Local Government interests and Community interests
Comment: The proposed changes will not alter the present or desired
future mixed use commercial/residential character of the locality. Therefore
approval of the modification application will not compromise the public
interest.



N/A







Assessment:
The major internal changes are to reconfigure the lift core, structural walls, columns and the
fire stairs on all floors. This has resulted in minor alterations to the internal layout of
apartments, commercial floor space, and the basement car parking areas. The internal
changes include altering the layout and location of services, plant room equipment and
storage areas within the basement levels. None of these internal changes will compromise
the approved development or impact on the residential amenity of the northern adjoining
residential precinct.
The modification application includes changes to the size and position of external windows
and doors on the front, rear and side elevations, a partial reduction of the western side
boundary setbacks on Level 3 & 4, and altering the shopfront along the Chandos St
frontage. In support of these changes the application states that the changes are required to
improve light access to the residential units and commercial areas and front entry.
It is considered that the proposed changes are relatively minor and they will not have a
material effect on the external appearance of the building or result in any additional impacts
on adjoining and nearby residents.
As a result of the structural changes, the parapet wall height of the building has been raised
by 390mm. It also intended to install a 1.5m acoustic barrier around plant and equipment on
the roof. In this regard the application states:
Reference: DA-2012/181/B
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‘We note a height variation to accommodate an acoustic exhaust fan enclosure.
Previously at roof parapet level of RL 105.9 our modified proposal changes the roof
parapet level to RL106.29, with a maximum height of the exhaust fan/plant enclosure
to RL106.96.’
The proposal to increase the parapet height by 390mm equates to 1.9% over the 20m height
limit. The provision of the proposed acoustic barrier will increase in the overall height by
1.06m or 5.3% over the 20m height limit under Clause 4.3 of WLEP 2012.
Whilst a variation of the building height control under Clause 4.6 of WLEP 2012 is not
required, any increase in the height is required to be considered on its individual merits in
the particular circumstances.
The objectives of the height of building control under Clause 4.3 of WLEP 2012 are:
to ensure that new development is in harmony with the bulk and scale of surrounding
buildings and the streetscape,
to minimise the impacts of new development on adjoining or nearby properties from
disruption of views, loss of privacy, overshadowing or visual intrusion,
to ensure a high visual quality of the development when viewed from adjoining
properties, the street, waterways, public reserves or foreshores,
to minimise disruption to existing views or to achieve reasonable view sharing from
adjacent developments or from public open spaces with the height and bulk of the
development,
to set upper limits for the height of buildings that are consistent with the
redevelopment potential of the relevant land given other development restrictions,
such as floor space and landscaping,
to use maximum height limits to assist in responding to the current and desired future
character of the locality,
to achieve transitions in building scale from higher intensity business and retail
centres to surrounding residential areas.
The proposed additional height of the parapet wall will not exceed the overall height of the
eastern adjoining shop-top housing development at 68-70 Chandos Street. The proposed
increase in the parapet wall by 390mm would be imperceptible from the street level and from
a distance. As such, it is considered that the additional height of the parapet wall is
acceptable for the proposed development.
The proposed 1.5m acoustic barrier is partially screened by the parapet wall and setback
15.2m, 6.9m, 5.4m and 7.6m from the north, south, east and western boundaries,
respectively. Therefore, the proposed acoustic barrier will not be visible from ground level or
result in any additional overshadowing or visual impacts in the locality. As such, it is
considered that the installation of the proposed acoustic barriers is also acceptable for the
proposed development.
Having regard to the above, it is considered that the increase in the overall height of the
development will not compromise the objectives for ‘Height of buildings’ under Clause 4.3 of
WLEP 2012.

Reference: DA-2012/181/B
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ATTACHMENT 7: NOTIFICATION MAP
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ATTACHMENT 8: ARCHITECTURAL PLANS
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